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We are nearing the end of the second decade of the cold war. Yet we have seen
no diminution of the general Communist fervor to achieve the goal of world com-
munism. As to the Soviet leopard, nothing I have seen thus far persuades me
that it has changed its spots or its own particular goal of world conquest. We
need go back no further than the most recent "autobahn crisis" in Berlin to demon-
strate that there has been no real change in fundamental Soviet policy following
the Cuban missile crisis of October, 1962. Even between the supporters and
the opponents of the limited nuclear test ban treaty, there was no disagreement
that a deadly communist threat exists. Only the extent of the military risk in
such a treaty was seriously debated.

Now we have witnessed the emergence of a new arena of conflict: Space. This
new dimension has excited the worldts imagination and we stand at the threshold
of almost limitless opportunities to explore the questions of the origin of the
earth and life upon it. But space also provides a new dimension in military
strategy. It presents boundless opportunities to the nation which would achieve
such a dominant military advantage that it could inflict its aggressive aims upon
free societies.

Specifically, scientific and military experts have determined that mastery of
near or inner space (the 100 to 500 mile belt surrounding the earth) could pro-
vide critical military advantages, enabling a nation to extend and preserve a
deterrent strength, or to control, or inhibit those who would use their power
aggressively to dominate life on earth. Specifically these advantages include a
superior capability in reconnaissance, intelligence, and communications, an
ability to direct and control far-flung ground, sea and air operations, the de-
fensive potential to destroy or neutralize an aggressorts missiles or his space-
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launched attack vehicles, and the retaliatory capability to respond with space
weapons to a surprise attack.

The nation developing only limited military space competence will find itself
in the role of a supplicant to a nation which has successfully developed these
techniques and employs them to achieve its political aims. For these reasons,
the minimal emphasis now being given to military considerations in current
U.S. space programs exposes the United States to a grave risk. Perhaps noth-
ing is so portentous for the future security of the United States as the prompt
establishment of realistic priorities in space expenditures.

In alarmed response to the psychological impact of the initial space triumphs
of Russia in the late 1950's, the United States embarked on an intensive pro-
gram designed to meet the Soviet space "challenge" and demonstrate to the
world by a successful manned lunar landing by 1970 that we have regained
supremacy in space technology. Most of the more than five billion dollars
which the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (N. A. S. A.) will spend
in fiscal year 1964 will be directed principally toward this goal. Responsible
estimates of the total cost of this project range from $20 to $40 billion.

Administration supporters of the present direction and emphasis of our space
program point to a number of advantages which will accrue. These include the
"general benefits of basic research," possible "commercial and industrial
applications of space technology," a dramatic focal point which will 'stimulate
education and provide incentive for the younger generation to enter science",
and, finally, the world "prestige" and political benefits attached to the first
lunar landing. The heart of the Apollo program is viewed by supporters as the
challenge of "man's control over his environment." These are laudable objectives,
objectives worthy of a great and free nation which has, in keeping with its funda-
mental philosophy, committed itself in the very legislation which authorized
N. A. S. A. to use space "for peaceful purposes for the benefit of all mankind."

However, in our zeal to attain these objectives and the resulting prestige, we
have, I believe, failed to assess realistically the objectives of communist space
activity and failed to assign to our space program the priorities which are de-
manded by the facts of the cold war.

There is considerable evidence, far beyond the dubious value of Premier Khru-
shchev's highly publicized statement in October that the moon is not a top -priori-
ty Soviet objective, that Soviet space efforts are being directed toward the mastery
of inner space for military advantage. Their advancing technology is exemplified,
for example, by the successful October launch of the Russian equivalent of an un-
manned Gemini satellite, testing maneuverability, rendezvous, and docking capa-
bilities in earth orbit.

Initially, the Soviets repeatedly claimed that their space program was scientific
and peaceful in nature. But in December, 1961, Premier Khrushchev pointed
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out that the space ships of Gagarin and Titov could be used to carry nuclear
weapons 'to any point on the globe."

The obvious next step in the Soviet space program and it would seem to be
almost predictable will logically be a manned earth orbital rendezvous mis-
sion. Certainly, when this event is announced, it will point even more dra-
matically to the Soviet determination to refine their capability in inner space
the most critical area of space from a military standpoint. Given an absolute
weapon superiority it would be possible for the Soviets to implement their
policies on their own terms.

In the face of these Soviet developments, the United States has assigned only
subsidiary importance, both in dollars and manpower allocated, to an inner
space capability and military utilization of that medium. For this fiscal year,
an amount totaling less than one-third of the funds which will be devoted to
Apollo and other N. A. S. A. programs will be expended on the urgent military
programs in inner space. In the 1964 fiscal year budget, no top priority em-
phasis was given to a military space weapons system.

The decision by N.A. S. A. in July 1962 to utilize the lunar orbit rendezvous
mode should be reconsidered. This choice, which according to N. A. S. A. was
based on safety, speed, and cost, would have been a sound one, assuming we
were privileged to live in a world of free nations at peace. But given the world
situation as it existed then, and as it exists today, it was a most unfortunate
decision. In assigning undue emphasis on the "prestige" to be gained by being
first on the moon, and therefore selecting the "fastest" method of reaching the
moon, this decision ignored the obvious military values which would result by
using the earth orbit rendezvous, as was desired by the military.

The most pressing need today is prompt recognition of the threat to our national
security caused by present goals and programs and a determination to proceed
with the development of a manned earth orbiting space station and space plane.
In an attempt to bring about a re-evaluation of our national goals in space, I
introduced, on August 1, 1963, House Resolution 470 to create a Select Commit-
tee of the House of Representatives to review and re-appraise our national space
goals. Shocking as it may seem, there is not now and never has been any Com-
mittee in the Congress concerned with both military and civilian space programs

and the logic of our national space goals.

It cannot be doubted that American nuclear superiority has been the chief, if not
the sole, deterrent of major military action by the Communists to further their
aim of destroying our society. Yet despite this deterrent, the communists have
brought millions of once free peoples under the yoke of dictatorship behind the
iron and bamboo curtains. It takes little imagination to project how long our own
freedom would survive should the Russians achieve an unquestioned military
superiority through the military utilization of inner space.
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Can this nation pursue any course of action that could possibly lead to a loss
of its liberty? The answer can only be no. I ask, then, that we act before it
is too late by re-evaluating, re-defining, and re-structuring the priorities of
our space program to recognize the communists' unswerving goal of world
conquest and the fatal risk this nation runs in permitting their possible achieve-
ment of that goal through military space superiority.

Certainly, today is no time to stop or retard space exploration. It is, however,
past time for a re-appraisal and redirection of our space goals. We should not
necessarily abandon our ultimate goals of a lunar landing and the use of space
for peaceful purposes. I suggest only that in light of the communist record,
the direction of Soviet space programs, and advancing space technology, we
first take the necessary precautions to insure that peace and freedom survive.
The U. S. has already achieved a high level of competence in space disciplines
and techniques in the five years of N. A. S. A. 's life. The question is one of
emphasis, of priorities. Bluntly, the question is one of national security.

Let us re-examine the emphasis of our space programs. Let us have the
courage to reset priorities so that we may safely proceed to the ultimate goal
of benefiting mankind through the peaceful use of space. But let us do it now

for time may be running out.

Donald Rumsfeld
Member of Congress,llhinois
Guest Editor
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